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A nonresonant femtosecond laser pulse centered at 802 nm is used to probe the real time
photodissociation dynamics of CH3I in the A-band at 267 nm. Using multiphoton ionization with
this probe laser pulse and velocity map ion imaging of CH3
+
, we have followed the time evolution
of the translational energy and spatial anisotropy of the CH3 fragment, which in turn has permitted
to image the C–I bond breaking from the initial Franck–Condon region up to the final
products along the reaction coordinate. Given the temporal width of our pump and probe laser
pulses 80 fs, a mechanism is proposed by which transient species are probed by simultaneous
absorption of pump and probe laser pulses through intermediate Rydberg and ionic states of CH3I
while the pump and probe pulses overlap in time. This study shows how the combination of
femtosecond multiphoton ionization and ion imaging techniques provides an ideal tool to resolve in
time the different stages of the bond breaking event in a polyatomic molecule. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3236808
I. INTRODUCTION
From the early days of reaction dynamics, one of the
main aims in the field has been the detection and character-
ization of transition states in chemical reactions.1 In the pio-
neering femtosecond time-resolved experiments carried out
by Zewail and co-workers2 in the late 1980s, the real time
photodissociation dynamics of ICN was resolved by tuning
the probe laser wavelength on-resonance to the first elec-
tronic excited state of the free CN fragment, which then fluo-
resces. In this case, the resonant probe laser opens up an
optical coupling region in the potential energy surface deter-
mined by its bandwidth, which allows the clocking of the
reaction from the initial Franck–Condon wave packet to the
free fragments in the asymptotic region. By slightly detuning
the probe laser wavelength, however, inner parts of the po-
tential surface can be accessed and transient species along
the reaction coordinate can be detected.2
In more recent years, Zewail and co-workers3 introduced
the femtosecond time-resolved kinetic energy time-of-flight
spectroscopy to study elementary steps of complex
reactions.4 Using this technique, they were able to follow the
dynamics of final products and transient species in just one
experiment by resolving the kinetic energy of a given frag-
ment as a function of the delay time between the pump and
probe laser pulses and using only one wavelength for the
probe step. In a sense, this approach is analogous to the
anion femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy introduced by
Greenblatt et al.,5 in which a first femtosecond laser pulse
excites a ground-state anion to a repulsive potential energy
surface and a second, time-delayed, femtosecond laser pulse
is used to detach the electron from the anion. The dynamics
of the anion is followed by the evolution of the resulting
different kinetic energy electrons when the wave packet is
mapped onto the accessible neutral potential surfaces.
More recently, Strasser et al.6 combined time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy and ultrafast extreme ultraviolet
XUV light at 53.7 nm obtained by high order harmonic
generation to probe the photodissociation of Br21u by
one-photon ionization. The XUV pulse allows the simulta-
neous probe of all stages of dissociation, starting from the
measurement of ground state depletion, followed by mea-
surements of a photoelectron spectrum of the wave packet
excited on the Br21u state, detection of nearly separated
Br atom pairs, and fully separated Br atoms. The measured
transient binding energy shifts in Br photoelectron peaks
were interpreted as due to photoionization of nearly sepa-
rated atom pairs onto dissociative ionization states. It was
argued that the advantage of using XUV light as a probe
source is that it allows single-photon ionization of valence
and core electrons from time-evolving excited states as well
as the ground state system. In contrast to multiphoton ion-
ization MPI, which typically allows the probing of the ex-
cited state only in a detection window that has a favorable
ionization probability, XUV photoionization is not limited to
a specific configuration of the excited state, making it a more
general probe of dynamics.
In order to get similar dynamics of transient species and
final products, the strategy followed in the present work has
been to use MPI with a very off-resonant probe laser pulse
centered at 802 nm. Actually, for the CH3I molecule under
study, at least seven photons of 802 nm are needed to ionize
CH3I and the CH3 and I fragments. In contrast with the reso-
nant experiment, where the probing of the fragment onlyaElectronic mail: banares@quim.ucm.es.
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starts when the system has evolved long enough along the
reaction coordinate optical coupling region, the very off-
resonant experiment would allow the detection of free frag-
ments and transient species. The additional ingredient of our
strategy is the use of the velocity map imaging technique.
This technique permits full three-dimensional 3D spatial
resolution of the velocity distribution of fragments, which,
coupled to femtosecond pump-probe detection, leads to a
complete real time elucidation of the dissociation event. Us-
ing this imaging technique and resonance enhanced multi-
photon ionization REMPI detection of the CH3 fragment,
we have been able to clock the multichannel photodissocia-
tion of CH3I in the A-band.7,8 In those works, we measured
the reaction times yielding I2P3/2 and I2P1/2 fragments in
correlation with vibrational energy channeled into the CH3
cofragment, either on the C–H symmetric stretch 1 or the
umbrella mode 2.8 The results obtained have posed a chal-
lenge for wave packet calculations on the available potential
energy surfaces, since reduced dimensionality models have
been shown to be unable to describe, even qualitatively,
some of the observations.8
CH3I has been considered a benchmark for photodisso-
ciation studies of polyatomic molecules where experimental
and theoretical techniques have been tested for more than
two decades see Refs. 8 and 9 for a review. This molecule
presents a relatively low number of atoms and an apparently
simple dissociation mechanism mediated by a nonadiabatic
transition. Most of the studies have focused on the near
UV photodissociation via excitation in the first absorption
band A-band, a broad featureless absorption continuum
220–350 nm with a maximum at 260 nm. The lowest
energy electronic excitation corresponds to a n→ transi-
tion, where a nonbonding p electron of iodine is promoted to
the lowest energy antibonding molecular orbital available.
Due to the strong spin-orbit coupling, the electronic configu-
ration gives rise to five states: E, E, A1, A2, and E for 
=2,1 ,0+ ,0−, and 1, respectively.10 In Mulliken11 notation,
these five states are denoted as 3Q2, 3Q1, 3Q0+, 3Q0−, and
1Q1, of which only the 3Q1, 3Q0+, and 1Q1 states can be
accessed by dipole allowed transitions. The first and third
ones correspond to perpendicular transitions, whereas the
second one corresponds to a parallel transition. Upon excita-
tion to the A-band, the molecule promptly dissociates via two
different channels in C3v point group,
12
CH3IX˜ 1A1 + h→ CH3X˜ 2A2 + I2P3/2 , 1
→CH3X˜ 2A2 + I2P1/2 , 2
where dissociation energy D0=2.41 eV for channel 1 and
channel 2 is 0.943 eV above that asymptote, which corre-
sponds to the spin-orbit splitting of I2P. It is well known
that the final branching ratio I / I+I depends strongly on
the photodissociation wavelength, varying from 0.9 at 267
nm to almost 1 at 280 nm and decreasing dramatically after-
ward to as low as 0.2 at 310 nm.12 Only the 3Q0+ state cor-
relates adiabatically to channel 2, which in addition to the
strong parallel anisotropy observed in the CH3 signal arising
for both channels 1 and 2, suggests that in the maximum
of the A-band most of the absorption occurs into the 3Q0+
state and that a small fraction of the initial wave packet is
able to leak by nonadiabatic crossing to the 1Q1 potential
energy surface to produce the observed small amount of
products from channel 1. In general terms, the accepted
dissociation mechanism for CH3I in the A-band is that of a
direct, prompt bond breakage, in which a nonadiabatic cross-
ing between surfaces is involved.
As mentioned above, in an attempt to observe transient
dynamics at the early stages of the dissociation in the
A-band, in the present work we excite the CH3I molecule
with a short 267 nm pulse and use a nonresonant 802 nm
probe at a controlled delay to multiphoton ionize the frag-
ments. This nonresonant pulse can, in principle, ionize all
species involved in the process, be it parent molecules
CH3I, transient species, and products without any selection
on the degree of electronic or vibrational excitation. Figure 1
shows a schematic energy diagram with the excited states
discussed above and adiabatic product correlations where the
different probing processes are depicted by multiple arrows
at different positions of the reaction coordinate. By using
velocity map imaging for the ion detection, we can resolve
the fragment’s kinetic energy release as the reaction evolves
into products as well as the spatial anisotropy of the disso-
ciation process. As it will be shown in Secs. III and IV, the
present results demonstrate the possibility of employing this
technique, where a totally off-resonant probe laser pulse is
used, to look at the early-time dynamics in a bond breaking
process. We recently published an initial release of the
A-band photodissociation of CH3I using this approach.13
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the relevant potential energy surfaces
along the C–I bond representing the A-band photodissociation of CH3I. A
nuclear wave packet initially prepared in the 3Q0 potential energy curve by
a 267 nm femtosecond laser pulse evolves adiabatically on that surface
yielding CH3+I2P1/2. A portion of the initial wave packet leaks nonadia-
batically to the 1Q1 surface, which correlates with CH3+I2P3/2. The main
aim of the present study is to follow the real time dynamics of the photo-
dissociation process from reagents to products through transient species by
probing with nonresonant MPI using an IR probe pulse 802 nm.
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Here, we present a full account where we have performed
further experiments to clarify the role of some effects mo-
lecular alignment, role of pump/probe lasers, etc. and have
extended the study to the deuterated CD3I species. We will
discuss in length the origin of the findings and the prospects
that this technique opens up.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
most relevant experimental aspects relevant to the present
work. In Sec. III the results are shown and they are discussed
in Sec. IV. Section V closes with the conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental setup has been described previously8
and only the details relevant to the present work will be
given here. Briefly, a pump-probe femtosecond laser scheme
is used where a Ti:sapphire chirped pulse amplification
CPA laser system Spectra-Physics generates a beam cen-
tered at 802 nm 80 fs, 1 mJ per pulse, 1 kHz, 16 nm full
width at half maximum FWHM, which is then split into
two arms in a 80:20 beam splitter. The weaker 0.2 mJ beam
is frequency tripled, obtaining radiation centered at 267 nm
pump with a bandwidth of 2 nm FWHM. The remaining
0.8 mJ 802 nm beam probe is time delayed in a computer-
controlled motorized delay stage and later recombined with
the pump beam. Typical pulse energies per pulse were 0.1
and 30 J for the pump and probe pulses, respectively,
which are controlled with neutral density filters. The polar-
izations of the laser beams are independently controlled by
half wave plates and are used with both polarization axes
parallel to the detector, unless otherwise noted, to guarantee
cylindrical symmetry in the experiment. Independent tele-
scopes are used to control the focusing geometry of each
laser beam on target. The two copropagating beams are fo-
cused with a fused silica lens of f =25 cm onto a supersonic
molecular beam of CH3I or CD3I. Maximum intensities of
the pump and probe lasers in the interaction region are esti-
mated to be 1011 and 31012 W cm−2, respectively. For
those experiments requiring tunable UV radiation in the
range of 304–335 nm, a portion of the fundamental beam is
sent to an optical parametric amplifier, where signal and idler
pulses are generated in a BBO crystal with wavelengths
around 1.2 and 2 m, respectively. The signal pulse is later
frequency quadrupled to generate the UV pulse.
The vacuum chamber is divided into three sections:
source, ionization, and detection. The molecular beam is
generated in the source chamber, which is differentially
pumped from the other two, by bubbling He 1.5 bar
through a 0 °C sample of liquid CH3I CD3I. The gas
sample is expanded into the vacuum chamber via a home-
made 1 kHz piezoelectric valve14 and the gas pulse is
skimmed into the ionization vacuum chamber. In order to
avoid clusters in the molecular beam, the interaction between
the laser pulses and the molecular beam is fixed at the rising
edge of the gas pulse. The skimmed molecular beam is en-
trained into the region between the repeller and extractor
plates of an ion lens system located in the ionization cham-
ber perpendicular to the propagation of the molecular beam
and working in velocity map configuration.15 Ions produced
in the interaction region are extracted into the 50 cm time-
of-flight tube and detected by a dual microchannel plate
MCP in Chevron configuration coupled to a phosphor
screen. The MCP output signal could be visualized on a 600
MHz digital oscilloscope. For ion imaging detection, mass
selection is performed at the detector by fast gating the gain
of the first MCP plate. The two-dimensional 2D images on
the phosphor screen are recorded by a 12-bit charge coupled
device camera. Typical acquisition times for each image are
30 s, equivalent to accumulating over 3104 laser shots.
Images were acquired automatically for series of pump-
probe delay times. Raw images were Abel inverted using the
pBasex method.16
The detector is calibrated by an “on-resonant” pump-
probe experiment of CH3I photodissociation using a 267 nm
pump laser and a 333.5 nm probe of free CH3 fragments by
2+1 REMPI at long time delay as described elsewhere.7,8
III. RESULTS
A. Transients measured by conventional time-of-flight
mass spectrometry
When using conventional time-of-flight mass spectrom-
etry TOFMS in combination with the femtosecond laser
pump-probe technique, the different ion mass peaks mea-
sured in the trace of the digital oscilloscope are integrated as
a function of the delay time between the pump and probe
laser pulses. A careful kinetics analysis of the measured tran-
sients is then used to extract dynamical information about the
process under study. In the present work, we have measured
TOF mass spectra of the ions resulting from femtosecond
laser irradiation of CH3I at 267 and 802 nm. These mass
spectra contain three different ion peaks, which correspond
to the fragments CH3
+ and I+, and to the parent CH3I+. By
integration of each mass peak as the pump-probe time delay
is changed, the temporal evolution of each ion signal can be
monitored.
The results obtained for CH3I and its isotopologue CD3I
are shown in Fig. 2 after subtraction of the single pump 267
nm and probe 802 nm laser signals we have worked in
conditions where the maximum pump-probe signal is 6
times larger than the signals produced by the two laser beams
separately. Positive delay times in the plots mean that the
probe laser 802 nm arrives after the pump 267 nm,
whereas the inverse is true for negative delay times. When
the pump-probe delay time is small, a strongly enhanced ion
signal is observed for all ions; this enhanced signal disap-
pears after a positive delay time of about 300 fs, although a
much weaker pump-probe signal remains for at least 100 ps
for CH3
+ CD3
+ and I+. This weaker component will be
more clearly shown and discussed later. In the case of the
parent ion, there is no detectable pump-probe signal away
from the enhancement at short delay times. Figure 2 also
shows that although the shape of the transients is similar for
the different species Gaussian-like, their temporal behavior
is not identical. The main difference between the different
transients is a positive temporal shift observed for the frag-
ment ions with respect to the parent ion. This shift is around
70 fs for CH3
+ CD3
+ and 40 fs for I+ with negligible
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isotope effect. All the transients shown in Fig. 2 have been
fitted using an exponential decay molecular response func-
tion starting at a given delay time to account for the possible
contribution of intermediate states with a measurable life-
time, convoluted by a Gaussian function of parametrized
width representing the cross correlation profile of the 267
and 802 nm laser pulses. We have defined “zero” delay time
as the pump-probe delay time corresponding to the instanta-
neous rise of the exponential decay function used to fit the
parent ion transient. The weak long delay time component of
the signal for the fragment ions has been ignored for this first
analysis. As can be inferred from visual inspection, no asym-
metries are observable in the transients, and a Gaussian func-
tion correctly fits all experimental curves. Gaussian widths of
21030 fs provide the best fit, and we can only provide an
upper limit of 5020 fs for the time constant of the expo-
nential decays of the CH3CD3 fragments and of 4020 fs
for the I fragment.
Janssen et al.17 observed the decay of the CH3I and CD3I
6p 2E1/2 and 7s 2E3/2 Rydberg states accessed by two-photon
femtosecond excitation at wavelengths in the range of 300–
316 nm by the measurement of parent ion transients using a
nonresonant probe pulse at 618 nm and TOFMS. They pro-
posed that in the competition established between excitation
to the A-band and further absorption into high-lying Rydberg
states, their conditions strongly favored multiphoton absorp-
tion due to the ultrashort character of the excitation laser
pulses and the relatively high intensities used. They assigned
the measured lifetimes to predissociation rates of the ac-
cessed Rydberg states. The pump laser used in our work 267
nm with a two-photon energy of 9.275 eV and a bandwidth
of around 0.05 eV is at close resonance with several higher-
lying members of Rydberg series of CH3I Ref. 18 with 10p,
9d, and 10d of the Rydberg series converging to the first
ionization potential at 9.54 eV, 2E3/2 ground state of the ion
and 8s and 6d of the Rydberg series converging to the sec-
ond ionization potential at 10.17 eV, 2E1/2 state of the ion
being the possible contributors. In analogy with Janssen
et al.,17 a possible mechanism for the parent ion transient
observed at short delay time is a resonant two-photon tran-
sition to these higher-lying Rydberg states, followed by ion-
ization with one or more 802 nm photons. In this case, the
decay of the parent ion signal would be a measurement of the
dissociation rate of the corresponding Rydberg states. Decay
times for several Rydberg states 6p and 7s were measured
in Ref. 17 with values ranging from 200 to 100 fs in the
pump wavelength range between 316 and 300 nm, respec-
tively, and with a further decrease in decay times as shorter
wavelengths were used. In principle, this would be compat-
ible with our observations, since for the higher-lying Ryd-
berg states accessed by two-photon 267 nm excitation, the
lifetimes could be well below our 50 fs detection limit. How-
ever, a strong isotope effect was observed in Ref. 17, with
the lifetimes of the CD3I Rydberg states increasing in some
cases by a factor of about 4 with respect to those of CH3I.
The decay times in our case are not only below the present
temporal resolution 50 fs for CH3I, but apparently also
for CD3I.
As shown in Fig. 2, the shape of the CH3CD3 and I
fragment ion transients is quite similar to those measured for
the parent ion, CH3I or CD3I. The most important feature of
the fragment ion transients in comparison with those of the
parent ion is the time shift to positive delay times of 70 and
40 fs for the CH3CD3 and I fragments, respectively. The
fast transients of the fragment ions can originate from the
dissociation of the parent ion dissociative ionization or by
MPI of neutral fragments after excited state photodissocia-
tion of the parent molecule. It is hard to infer from the mea-
sured transients obtained just by integrating all velocity com-
ponents of the fragment peaks in the mass spectra what
isare the processes responsible for them if in addition we
have a simple kinetics represented by a fast decay and a time
shift. Thus, it is mandatory to resolve the kinetic energy and
spatial anisotropy of the fragments to obtain additional infor-
mation.
B. Velocity map imaging of the CH3 fragment
In order to elucidate the mechanisms contributing to the
enhanced signal measured at short delay times between the
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FIG. 2. Pump-probe transient ion signal of the parent a CH3I+ and b
CD3I+ and their corresponding fragments CH3+, CD3+, and I+ obtained by
integrating each mass peak in the oscilloscope trace. The different transients
in each plot are normalized for clarity of presentation. The lines correspond
to fits to an exponential decay convoluted with a Gaussian representing the
cross correlation FWHM of 21030 fs between the pump 267 nm and
probe 802 nm pulses. For CH3I, the decay times found for parent, CH3+,
and I+ are 2010, 5020, and 4020 fs, respectively. For CD3I, the
decay times for parent, CD3+, and I+ are 1510, 5020, and 3020 fs,
respectively. Time shifts between the parent ion and the fragment ion tran-
sients are found to be 4010 and 708 fs for CH3+ and I+, respectively,
and 4015 and 7010 fs for CD3+ and I+, respectively. Time zero is
defined as the pump-probe delay time corresponding to the instantaneous
rise of the exponential decay function used to fit the corresponding parent
ion transient. It must be emphasized that given the width of the cross cor-
relation, asymmetric transients would only be obtained for decay times
	50 fs.
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pump and probe pulses, we have used the velocity map im-
aging technique for the CH3 fragments as a function of delay
time to obtain complete information on the energy release
and spatial anisotropy of the possible processes by which
fragment ions are produced. Figure 3a shows an Abel-
inverted CH3
+ image taken in a situation where the pump
pulse precedes the probe by 1 ps. Identical images appear at
longer delay times, so that we will refer to this as the
“asymptotic” case. Apart from a component in the center of
the image that will be discussed later, this image shows two
distinct rings with characteristic widths and anisotropies.
They are directly attributable to the two channels open to
CH3I in the A-band photodissociation at 267 nm, leading to
CH3 plus either ground state I2P3/2 or spin-orbit excited
I2P1/2, which will be referred to as the I or I channels,
respectively. For comparison, Fig. 3b shows an image
where the femtosecond probe laser is tuned at 333.5 nm,
which corresponds to the Q branch of the 3pz2A2
← 2A2000 transition for a two-photon process followed by
absorption of a third photon to resonantly ionize
CH3=0.7,8 Despite the similarities, an important differ-
ence must be noted between the two images. Whereas in the
latter case, the resonant probe pulse selects a particular vi-
brational state of CH3 the vibrational ground state, for
which 2+1 REMPI is produced, in the former case the probe
laser centered at 802 nm is nonresonant, and therefore in-
duces nonselective MPI of all CH3 fragments regardless of
their degree of vibrational excitation. It is important to notice
that the signal obtained in the resonant experiment is much
higher than that obtained in the nonresonant experiment
since REMPI is a much more efficient process than MPI. The
important fact, however, is that velocity map imaging is a
very sensitive technique allowing MPI detection of neutral
fragments arising from the photodissociation on a repulsive
electronic excited state of a neutral molecule.
Figure 3c shows a comparison between the kinetic en-
ergy distribution KED extracted from angular integration
of the asymptotic image in the nonresonant MPI probe case
and that resulting from angular integration of the experiment
with REMPI detection of CH3. In the second case, the probe
laser resonantly ionizes vibrationless CH3, and it is clear
from the figure that only =0 states are detected except an
accidental detection of 1=1 due to the overlap of the 111
transition with the bandwidth of the probe laser. This is in
contrast with the nonresonant MPI probe at 802 nm, where
several 2 states are observed the peaks are broader, espe-
cially in correlation with the I channel, where population
inversion occurs as had been previously reported, for in-
stance, in Ref. 19. It is interesting to note that under the
assumption that all vibrational states of methyl have the
same ionization probability by the nonresonant probe laser,
this result provides a direct measurement of the nascent vi-
brational populations.
Abel-inverted CH3
+ images as a function of delay time
are shown in Fig. 4 The first image, corresponding to the
probe pulse preceding the pump by 450 fs, shows a signal
that corresponds to CH3
+ resulting from the interaction with
each of the pulses separately; such image contains no contri-
bution of the pump-probe signal and is more concentrated
around the center of the image, i.e., low kinetic energy. This
type of contribution typically derives from dissociative ion-
ization processes where the electron carries most of the
available energy and fragment ions appear with low kinetic
energies. All the other images taken at later delay times con-
tain this “background” or low kinetic energy contribution.
The most important result shown in Fig. 4 is that for
delay times close to zero, the images show enhanced rings
with a global structure in strong similarity with that corre-
sponding to the asymptotic case, containing strong contribu-
tion of ions in the same energy regions as the asymptotic I
and I channels, with non totally dissimilar ratio and aniso-
tropy. Due to this similarity, we will from now on name these
two rings as the I and I channels, even though we will
discuss their origin later. The distribution of ions near tem-
poral overlap also shows clear differences with respect to the
asymptotic case as follows: i an enhanced intensity near the
temporal overlap between the pump and probe pulses; ii a
different ratio between the I and I channels and changes in
their KEDs; iii a significant appearance of a new strongly
anisotropic ring, which corresponds to a lower energy chan-
nel; and iv an overall increased anisotropy in the I and I
channels.
We will first analyze the temporal behavior of each of
the detected components of the CH3
+ images. As it has been
shown in the images of Fig. 4, we can consider three main
contributions: two rings appearing in the energy regions of
1.15 and 2.00 eV, similar to the asymptotic rings, and a
new lower energy ring appearing at 0.6 eV. We have in-
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FIG. 3. Abel-inverted CH3+ images obtained upon excitation of CH3I at 267
nm for a pump-probe delay time of 1 ps. a CH3 detection by nonresonant
MPI at 802 nm at least seven photons are needed. The contrast of this
image has been increased by a factor of 4. b CH3 detection by 2+1 REMPI
at 333.5 nm Q branch of the 3pz2A2← 2A2000 transition. c Asymptotic
CM CH3 KEDs obtained at 802 red and 333.5 nm blue probe wave-
lengths together with the assignments made for the different product chan-
nels. The curves have been normalized to clarify the comparison.
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tegrated each energy zone separately as a function of delay
time, and the results are shown in Figs. 5b–5d, respec-
tively. Determination of time zero has been possible by si-
multaneously measuring a transient for the parent CH3I+ sig-
nal. This was performed by reducing the detection gating
discrimination, causing a situation where the intense peak
corresponding to the parent ion was partially detected over-
lapped on the CH3
+ image. This did not produce confusion,
since the spatial localization of the parent ion in the image
was in a zone where no contribution of the methyl ion frag-
ment is present.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the I and I channels show a
very similar temporal profile with a delay on the rising edge
of about 85 fs and a fast decrease that ends up in a plateau.
This plateau corresponds to the asymptotic process already
mentioned, i.e., a highly multiphotonic ionization probe pro-
cess of the free CH3 fragment induced by the intense 802 nm
probe pulse. The curves shown in Figs. 5b and 5c have
been fitted with the convolution of a Gaussian simulating
the instrumental response function due to the finite duration
of the laser pulses with a molecular function that is the
result of adding an exponential decay to a Boltzmann sig-
moidal curve of the form S
 1+expt− t0 / tC−1 Ref. 8
where t0 is the center temporal position and tC describes the
steepness of the rise. The latter simulates the asymptotic
behavior. In the case of the curves shown in Figs. 5a and
5d the molecular function is just an exponential decay. As
was the case with the data presented in Fig. 2 only an upper
limit for the exponential time constant could be obtained
50 fs given the width of the cross correlation function.
The peak observed at 0.6 eV corresponding to the inner
anisotropic ring shows a different time profile, somewhat
narrowed with respect to the parent ion transient and with no
delay or plateau. This suggests that this channel is related to
a highly nonlinear process, possibly with respect to both the
pump and the probe pulses. This is in agreement with power
dependence measurements that will be described below.
FIG. 4. False-color Abel-inverted CH3+ images obtained as a function of pump-probe delay time. Color scale is kept constant so as to highlight the changes
in overall signal intensity. The image corresponding to the asymptotic case delay time of +450 fs is intensified by a factor of 4 with respect to the others.
The most intense ring corresponds to the main CH3+I2P1/2 dissociation channel. A larger radius ring, which produces a much weaker signal, can be
attributed to the CH3+I2P3/2 channel. An additional channel of lower kinetic energy smaller radius and strong anisotropy can be seen when pump and
probe pulses overlap. The weak but clear rings that can be observed in the image taken at a delay of +450 fs corresponding to the asymptotic CH3
+I2P1/2 and CH3+I2P3/2 A-band dissociation channels keep a similar intensity for much longer delay times 	450 fs.
-800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800
85+13 fs
CH3+I*(
2P1/2)
inner ring
delay time / fs
(c)
(b)
CH3I
(a)
(d)
CH3+I(
2P3/2)
FIG. 5. Transients obtained by angular integration of the different rings
observed in the CH3+ images. a CH3I+ transient. The CH3I+ signal was
extracted from the images as indicated in the text. b Ring assigned to the
CH3+I2P1/2 channel. c Ring assigned to the CH3+I2P3/2 channel. d
Inner ring. The CH3I+ transient sets the time zero in the pump-probe experi-
ment. Note that the transients shown in b and c have the same delay time
at maximum intensity of 85+13 fs with respect to time zero. The transient
shown in d has no delay time at maximum. Open circles: experimental
data. Solid lines: fits to a molecular response function convoluted with a
Gaussian representing the cross correlation FWHM of 22030 fs be-
tween the pump 267 nm and probe 802 nm pulses. For the CH3I+ and
inner ring transients, the molecular function is an exponential decay with a
decay time of 2010 fs. For b and c transients the molecular function is
made of an exponential decay added to a Boltzmann sigmoidal. The param-
eters of the fits are 3020 fs for the decay time and t0=110 fs and tC
=2010 fs for the sigmoidal curve. The ratios between the amplitudes of
the exponential decay to the sigmoidal are 49 and 19 for transients b and
c, respectively.
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The behavior of the KEDs obtained from the CH3
+ im-
ages will now be presented as a function of the pump-probe
delay time. Figure 6 shows the center-of-mass CM CH3
KEDs resulting from the angular integration of the Abel-
inverted images at different delay times. The KED for a de-
lay time of about 400 fs black in Fig. 6a simply shows
the background ion signal corresponding to the addition of
the contributions of the two laser pulses separately. The
asymptotic curve black in Fig. 6b, delay time of about
+500 fs, already shown in Fig. 3c shows two peaks la-
beled 1 and 2, corresponding to the CH3+I2P1/2 and
CH3+I2P3/2 A-band photodissociation channels. The inter-
mediate distributions taken close to the temporal overlap be-
tween the pump and probe pulses show the presence of what
appear to be the same two asymptotic channels, except
somewhat shifted toward lower energies and broadened in
energy. The shift toward lower energy values diminishes as
the delay time is increased, until it disappears at around
+400 fs, where the asymptotic situation is fully recovered.
From that delay time onward, the CH3+I2P1/2 and CH3
+I2P3/2 A-band photodissociation channels can be distin-
guished at 1.14 and 1.92 eV, respectively. Figure 7 depicts
the CM CH3 kinetic energy corresponding to the maximum
of the distribution for the I channel the peak around 1.10
eV, labeled 1 in Fig. 6 as a function of delay time. As can
be seen, the kinetic energy of the maximum of the main peak
in the KED decreases as we move back in time from the
asymptotic value of 1.14 eV toward negative delays with a
shallow minimum and a leveloff around zero to continue
decreasing at negative delay times to values less than 1.0 eV.
A similar behavior is found for the I channel the small sig-
nal around 2 eV, labeled 2 in Fig. 6, although it is less
clear due to the poorer signal-to-noise ratio. Finally, the ad-
ditional channel not attributable to the A-band photodissocia-
tion, appearing at lower kinetic energies of 0.6 eV, is clearly
shorter lived than the others, and of a multiphoton nature on
both the pump and probe laser pulses. The possible assign-
ment of this peak will be discussed later.
The Abel-inverted images also contain information on
the angular distribution of fragments for each energy chan-
nel. This can be done through integration of the images
across the radii corresponding to each of the rings, which can
be plotted as a function of polar angle. For a one-photon
dissociation process, we expect an angular dependence of the
form
I =

4
1 + 2P2cos  , 3
where  is the total absorption cross section,  is the angle
between the polarization axis of the photolysis laser and the
fragment velocity vector, 2 is the anisotropy parameter, and
P2cos  is the second Legendre polynomial. For multi-
photon transitions, it is necessary to expand the series to
include Legendre polynomials of higher order,
I =

4
1 + 2P2cos  + 4P4cos  +¯ , 4
where P4cos  is the Legendre polynomial of fourth order
and 4 is the second-order anisotropy parameter.
Figure 8 shows the values of 2 and 4 obtained from
the Abel-inverted images for channels I and I as a function
of delay time the fitted transient profiles for each channel of
Fig. 5 are included for clarity as reference for better view-
ing. At the asymptotic delay times, all angular distributions
can be correctly fitted with Eq. 3 with a 2 of 1.90.1 and
1.60.1 for the I and I channels, respectively, matching the
values of previous works at 267 nm.8,20 Contrarily, for the
region around temporal overlap it is not possible to fit the
angular distributions with Eq. 3, and thus Eq. 4 is used
instead. It is clear that a more pronounced anisotropy is seen
in the enhancement signals than in the asymptotic ones, as
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FIG. 6. CM CH3 KEDs at selected pump-probe delay times as indicated in
the insets, where the fitted curve corresponding to the transient shown in
Fig. 5b is depicted along with color circles to clarify what delay times are
represented: a from 400 to 110 fs and b from 110 to 520 fs. Peaks 1
and 2 correspond to the CH3+I2P1/2 and CH3+I2P3/2 channels, re-
spectively. Peak 3 may correspond to a dissociative ionization channel.
The labels on top of peak 1 indicate the values of the CH3 kinetic energy
at the maximum of the peak.
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FIG. 7. Representation of the CM CH3 kinetic energy at the maximum of
peak 1 as a function of the pump-probe delay time. The error bars on each
point represent the standard deviation of a number of sequences of images.
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shown by the increase in the value of 2 to 2.30.3 and
1.80.2 for the I and I channels, respectively, and the posi-
tive values of 4.
The stronger anisotropy at short delay times can be char-
acterized by the average of the cos2 2D weighted by the
population for each 2D laboratory angle 2D i.e., the polar
angle measured from the direction of the polarization axis on
the plane of the imaging detector for a given energy region,
i.e., cos2 2D	,
21 for each channel as a function of the delay
time. The cos2 2D	 angular distributions corresponding to
the different channels are considerably narrower near the
temporal overlap of the pump-probe lasers not shown. Two
effects could be contributing to this narrowing of the angular
distribution at time zero. One would imply that the absorp-
tion is no longer a one-photon process for the pump pulse.
Multiphoton processes can have narrower angular distribu-
tions, according to Eq. 4. The other effect would be related
to a dynamic alignment process of the parent molecule due
to the intense 802 nm pulse see for instance Ref. 22, which
would concentrate the probability of finding the molecular
axis near the vertical axis vertical polarization. This would
then be reflected on the ion images as a narrowing of the
angular distribution around the 2D angle.21 In order to sepa-
rate these effects, a further three laser pulse experiment was
performed where impulsive molecular alignment was in-
duced using an equivalent same energy per pulse and focus-
ing conditions 802 nm pulse. After a controlled delay, a
photodissociation experiment was performed at 267 nm, fol-
lowed by an on-resonance, long delay time REMPI probing
of the resulting methyl fragment as described in Ref. 8.
This experiment is similar to that carried out by Stapelfeldt
and co-workers21 for CH3I, detecting in that case the I / I
fragment by 2+1 REMPI using a long time delayed nano-
second laser pulse. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where the
cos2 2D	 value is plotted as a function of the delay time
between the alignment pulse and the dissociation pulse. That
we do obtain some degree of molecular alignment is proven
by the fact that, at the first half revival of CH3I which hap-
pens at around 32 ps, we do see the characteristic variations
in the angular distributions. However, the change in
cos2 2D	 is around a factor of 4 lower than that observed at
time zero, whereas it is predicted that if molecular alignment
was the only source of angular narrowing, the variations at
the half revival and at time zero should be of the same order.
Therefore, the results indicate that even though molecular
alignment does play a partial role in the angular narrowing
observed at time zero, the main attribution must be to a
change in the nature of the pump laser absorption from a
one-photon to a multiphoton process.
We would like to stress here that at time zero there is no
distinction between the pump and the probe laser pulses, so
that the 802 nm beam can also be considered as “pump” in
this situation. An experiment where the polarization of the
802 nm beam was rotated by 90° was carried out to clarify
this issue. For the asymptotic case delay time of 	400 fs,
the polarization of the probe laser does not play a significant
role on the KEDs of the CH3 fragments or their anisotropy.
This is consistent with the picture where the 802 nm beam
acts as a pure probe of the methyl fragment, exclusively
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FIG. 8. 2 black dots and 4 red dots anisotropy parameters as a function of the pump-probe delay time obtained by radial integration of the images for
the a CH3+I2P1/2 and b CH3+I2P3/2 channels. Error bars on each point correspond to the standard deviation of a number of sequences of images. For
clarity the fitted transients shown in Fig. 5b and 5c are depicted in each panel. Vertical dashed lines indicate the limit from where the angular distributions
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FIG. 9. Alignment dynamics of CH3I represented by cos2 2D	. This quan-
tity is derived from the intense ring in the CH3+ raw images assigned to the
CH3=0+I2P1/2 channel measured as a function of the delay time be-
tween an IR alignment pulse 802 nm and the excitation pulse 267 nm.
The CH3=0 fragment arising from the A-band photodissociation of CH3I
is probed at a long delay time several picoseconds by 2+1 REMPI at
333.5 nm Q branch of the 3pz2A2← 2A2000 transition. The first half re-
vival is observed at a delay time between the alignment and photolysis
pulses of about 32 ps, which corresponds to half of the rotational period of
the molecule.
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producing MPI the CH3
+ recoil in this ionization process is
negligible since the electron carries practically all the avail-
able energy. The situation changes completely for delay
times close to temporal overlap. In this case, even though the
overall signal does suffer from an enhancement of similar
magnitude and with similar temporal behavior, the clear
rings that could be detected for parallel polarizations are no
longer visible, and instead, an intense unstructured contribu-
tion is detected around the center of the image. The essential
conclusion that can be derived from these measurements is
that the 802 nm laser does behave as pump laser for the
enhanced, near time zero signal, in the sense that it produces
transitions in the parent molecule itself, not simply on the
free fragments. Only then can it leave its imprint so strongly
on the anisotropy of the fragment ion distribution. We be-
lieve that the resulting 3D angular distribution is in this case
the convolution of a parallel transition induced by the 267
nm with another parallel transition induced by the 802 nm
beam. This is why it still retains the anisotropy related to the
polarization of the 267 nm beam, but since the polarization
of the 802 nm beam points toward the detector, it causes an
apparently unstructured velocity distribution of methyl frag-
ments on the plane of the detector.
Further insight into the nature of the process can be
gained by measuring power dependences as a function of the
fluence of each of the laser pulses. For a long pump-probe
delay time, it was confirmed that for both I and I channels
the signal intensities grow linearly with respect to the 267
nm power, but show a power dependence of sixth and fourth
orders, respectively, with respect to 802 nm. This confirms
the idea that a highly nonlinear absorption leading to ioniza-
tion is taking place in the methyl fragment after A-band dis-
sociation, providing a certain degree of saturation that is
common for a multiphoton absorption process. It can be ar-
gued that IR ionization of methyl is a highly nonlinear pro-
cess, and therefore it is likely that Stark shifts in the energy
levels do take place; however, since the arrival of the 802 nm
pulse in the asymptotic case occurs well after CH3I dissocia-
tion has occurred, there is no distortion of the A-band disso-
ciation process; the subsequent ionization of CH3 occurs
nonresonantly, so that the experiment would not be sensitive
to the presence of Stark shifts in the parent molecule. We
then performed the same power dependence studies at delay
times of 85 fs maximum CH3+ enhancement. The main
result was that the power law with respect to the 267 nm
laser yields a value of 2.30.2, and the measurements with
respect to the 802 nm fluence showed an apparently linear
behavior with a slope of 1.40.2. This unexpectedly low
value for the IR laser power dependence at zero delay time,
together with the increase in the 267 nm slope, is a strong
indication that a process of multiphoton nature for the UV
laser pulse is taking place near temporal overlap.
C. Velocity map imaging of the CD3 fragment
The possibility that molecular Rydberg states could be
playing an important role on the photofragmentation process
led us to perform analogous measurements to those de-
scribed above but for the CD3I isotopic variant. Femtosecond
photodissociation studies of the Rydberg states of
CH3I /CD3I have been performed in the past.17,23 Their life-
times are known to exhibit an important isotope effect in
dissociation since they are bound states with a C–I dissocia-
tion coordinate, which is coupled to the methyl umbrella
mode. In CD3I, Rydberg state lifetimes are known to in-
crease in some cases up to a factor of 4 with respect to
CH3I.17
Figure 10 shows a comparison between the KEDs ob-
tained at a long delay time in a nonresonant MPI 802 nm
probe experiment and that measured in an experiment with
REMPI detection of CD3 at 333.8 nm Q branch of the
3pz2A2← 2A2000 transition. As for CH3I see Fig. 3c, in
the second case the probe laser resonantly ionizes vibration-
less CD3=0. It is well known that in the photodissociation
of CD3I at 266 nm the population of CD3=0 in correla-
tion with ground state iodine is practically negligible.24
However, we do observe two peaks in the distribution. The
peak at lower kinetic energy corresponds to the CD3=0
+I2P1/2 channel, but the higher energy peak appears at a
kinetic energy well below that corresponding to the CD3
=0+I2P3/2 channel. We can assign this weak, broad peak
to the channel yielding CD31=1 in correlation with
ground state iodine. As in the case of CH3, we can ionize
CD3 in 1=1 due to the overlap of the Q branch of the 111
transition with the bandwidth of the probe laser, which is
centered at the Q branch of the 000 transition. This distribu-
tion contrasts with that obtained when using the nonresonant
MPI probe at 802 nm. As can be seen, in that case two broad
peaks are observed, which are shifted to lower kinetic ener-
gies with respect to those obtained in the resonant experi-
ment. In this case, we nonselectively multiphoton ionize all
CD3 fragments regardless of their vibrational state and sev-
eral 2 states are observed the peaks are broader. Actually,
the peak at lower energy and specially that at higher energy
are now significantly shifted to lower kinetic energies. Li and
Hwang24 measured the inverted vibrational distributions for
both I and I channels, peaking at 2=1 for CD3 correlating
with I and at 2=3–4 for CD3 correlating with I.24 The
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FIG. 10. Asymptotic long delay time of 1 ps CM CD3 KEDs obtained at
802 red and 333.5 nm blue probe wavelengths from the 267 nm photo-
dissociation of CD3I together with the assignments made for the different
product channels. The curves have been normalized for clarity of the
comparison.
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present results are in agreement with the large 2 vibrational
excitation of the CD3 fragment in the 266 nm photodissocia-
tion of CD3I.
In Fig. 11 the behavior of the CM CD3 KED at different
delay times between the 267 and 802 nm pump-probe pulses
panel a and the progressive shift in the position of the
maximum of the peak labeled 1 in the KED as we move
toward the asymptotic case panel b are depicted. In all
respects, it is clear that the overall behavior is quite similar
to that of CH3I. The intermediate distributions in panel a,
taken close to the temporal overlap between the pump and
probe pulses, also show the presence of what appear to be the
same two asymptotic channels, except shifted toward lower
energies and broadened in energy. As in the CH3I case, the
shift toward lower energy values diminishes as the delay
time is increased, until it disappears around +400 fs, where
the asymptotic situation is recovered.
The transients obtained for the three peaks labeled 1,
2, and 3 in Fig. 11a are quite similar to those observed
for CH3I Fig. 5. The conclusion is that no detectable iso-
tope effect is observed either in the parent ion temporal be-
havior or in the CH3 /CD3 fragment energies, dynamics, or
angular distributions.
D. Velocity map imaging of the I fragment
We have measured velocity map ion images for I+. As in
the CH3 /CD3 case, a similar enhanced signal is found around
zero delay time. However, no clear ring structure is observed
in the enhanced I+ images, but just a broad structureless MPI.
At long delay times asymptotic region, a small peak cen-
tered at 0.14 eV is observed in the KED over a large back-
ground, which corresponds to the CH3+I2P1/2 channel of
the A-band photodissociation of CH3I at 267 nm not
shown. No trace of the CH3+I2P3/2 channel is observed.
As delay time decreases, a very broad structureless signal
centered at 0.10 eV starts to evolve reaching a maximum
at around time zero and then decreasing. Thus, although we
do see an enhancement of the signal as we approach time
zero, we attribute this enhancement to a different multipho-
ton process when compared to CH3 /CD3.
IV. DISCUSSION
It is the aim of this section to propose a mechanism for
the dynamic behavior reported for the dissociative process,
mainly concentrating on the formation of CH3
+
. We will
show how, according to this mechanism, as the molecular
wave packet evolves in the repulsive surfaces of the A-band,
we can observe a smooth transition between the situation that
leads to the formation of the parent ion to that leading to the
formation of fragment ions, thus explaining the temporal
shift in the signals observed for the parent and the fragment
ions Figs. 2 and 5 and the rest of experimental features. In
the first part of this discussion, we will present a summary of
other possible descriptions, involving ion and Rydberg state
dynamics, that we believe show profound incompatibilities
with the observations. Later, we will provide a detailed ac-
count of the proposed mechanism, supported by the experi-
mental data, where wave packet evolution on the A-band
opens and closes ionization channels that yield completely
different products of the reaction.
We will first consider the possibility that the transient
behaviors observed are a reflection of ion dynamics. Within
this category, we will distinguish between dissociative ion-
ization upon simultaneous pump-probe absorption option 1,
or two-step processes, where either the ion is initially
pumped into a dissociative or predissociative state option 2
or it is formed in a bound state, but later suffers a further
promotion into a dissociative state option 3. In order to
follow the discussion in terms of possible ion dynamics, it is
interesting to consider the energetics of the different ionic
channels that could be involved.25 The ground state of
CH3I+X 2E1/2,3/2 correlates with ion and neutral fragments
as follows:
CH3I+X˜ 2E3/2,1/2→ CH3+ + I2P3/2 . 5
In addition, the first excited state of CH3I+A˜  correlates with
I+ and neutral CH3 as
CH3I+A˜ → CH3 + I+3P2 . 6
Both the ground and first excited states of CH3I+ are bound
and it is known that the A˜ state can internally convert to the
ground state. The B˜ state of CH3I+ should have a moderate
spin-orbit splitting with the same symmetry as the ionic
ground state. No spectroscopic structure has been found that
can be attributed to the B˜ state and thus, given the small
energy difference between the A˜ and B˜ states, it could be
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possible that the B˜ state suffers a fast internal conversion to
the A˜ state or it is crossed by a dissociative state, in any case,
undergoing dissociation.25 A diagram showing the known en-
ergy levels is depicted in Fig. 12.
The first option dissociative ionization would corre-
spond to a scenario where simultaneous absorption of 267
and 802 nm pulses would take place to reach an ion state of
sufficiently high energy so as to yield fragment ions; that is,
ion dissociation would produce CH3
+ /CD3
+ directly. There
are several drawbacks in this picture to explain our observa-
tions. First, it would be hard to explain the temporal shift
between the fragment signals and the parent signals, since
without subsequent dynamics, it would be expected that all
species would peak simultaneously as it is the case for the
low kinetic energy channel at 0.6 eV; see Figs. 5 and 6.
Second, this picture would be at a loss to explain the smooth
shift in the KED peak values observed both for CH3
+ Fig. 6
and CD3
+ Fig. 11. Instead, we would expect a rather un-
structured KED near temporal overlap, followed by a change
into the completely different distribution at long delay times
actually, this is what we observe for I+. Third, the en-
hanced, structured distribution of CH3 /CD3 ions is absent
upon irradiation with either the 267 or the 802 nm pulses
separately, even though a broad range of intensities was ex-
plored; one would expect that at least with the 802 nm pulse
alone, it should be possible to reach the same states through
a highly multiphoton process if sufficiently high intensities
are used. And finally, upon a multiphoton multicolor absorp-
tion, the electron would carry all of the excess kinetic energy,
leaving the cation with little available energy. The CH3I+
does not have dissociative states in the first few eV see Fig.
12.25 If the transition takes place to one of the bound states,
it would be expected that it would remain bound, contrary to
the observation of CH3
+
.
One could argue another type of ionic dynamics option
2: One where population could be transferred first to a dis-
sociative or predissociative ionic state of the molecule by the
pump laser and then promoted into a higher lying CH3I+
dissociative state by the probe laser from where, in turn, the
parent ion would dissociate into the ionic fragments ob-
served. It is well known that the ground state of CH3I+ is
bound and long lived since many of its spectroscopic prop-
erties have been thoroughly studied with high sensitivity and
resolution: spin-orbit splitting, vibrational level constants,
etc.25 The first ionic excited state CH3I+A˜  is bound but
predissociates around the threshold to the formation of CH3
+
and thus the nascent methyl ions originating through this
process would carry very low kinetic energy; moreover, this
A˜ state is known to have a relatively long lifetime of at least
several picoseconds, which is inconsistent with the fast en-
hancement signals. Higher states are known to be unbound
and quickly dissociative. The probability of absorption is
lower for them due to the need for a higher order nonlinear
process. It seems unlikely that in a situation where such pro-
cesses were important, we would only see contribution from
clearly distinguishable channels, as opposed to a combina-
tion of multiple channels.
Finally, a different type of ion dynamics could be pos-
sible option 3. In it, the ion could be formed in a bound
state in the first step by absorption of several photons of 267
nm, from where a standard pump-probe process would fol-
low. The UV pulse would then be acting both as a pure
ionizer and as the pump in a process taking place in the
CH3I+ molecular ion.26,27 In this case, the ion dissociation
could lead to neutral CH3, which would be later ionized by
the probe laser. This type of mechanism could explain dif-
ferent temporal transients for the different species, but it is
still incompatible with the experiment mainly because the
lowest ion state in correlation with the formation of neutral
CH3 also correlates to I+, not to I / I, so the appearance of
two channels would be unaccounted for. Additionally, it
would involve the absorption of a very large number of pho-
tons, both from the pump and probe beams, in contradiction
with the measured power dependences, even if some degree
of saturation takes place.
In summary, we believe that none of the descriptions
involving dynamics on the ion surfaces can account for the
experimental findings described here. Thus, we conclude that
the observation of this enhanced contribution to the CH3
+
signal must be related to neutral photodissociation dynamics
of an excited state in the CH3I molecule. Mainly, the possi-
bilities are reduced either to the A-band or to Rydberg states.
It is true that the power dependence at short delay time in-
dicates multiphoton absorption of the UV light. As it was
mentioned before, by absorption of two pump photons
9.275 eV with a bandwidth of around 0.05 eV, two-photon
excitation is possible to several high-lying members of Ryd-
berg series,18 namely, 10p 2E3/2, 9d 2E3/2, 10d 2E3/2, 8s 2E1/2,
and 6d 2E1/2. From those Rydberg states, at least two 802 nm
photons would be needed to reach an ion state sufficiently
high lying so that fragment ion formation is possible. This
process may be able to explain the temporal shifts observed
between the parent and fragment ions, but using the known
energetics,25 there is no combination of pump and probe la-
ser pulses related to dissociation of a Rydberg state that can
yield methyl fragments with kinetic energies near the values
observed experimentally; that is, similar to those of the neu-
CH I+ (B)~
E (eV)
CH3+ (X 1A’1) + I*(2P 1/2)
~
CH3+ (X 1A’1) + I (2P 3/2)
~
~
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~
3
12
802 nm
CH3 (X 2A”2) + I+ (3P2)
~
CH3I+ (X 2E3/2)
~
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CH3I (Rydberg 8s 2E1/2,
6d 2E1/2,10d 2E3/2)8
CH3 (X 2A”2) + I*(2P 1/2)
~
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CH3 (X 2A”2) + I (2P 3/2)
~
267 nm
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~0
FIG. 12. Schematic representation of the energy levels of neutral and ionic
CH3I parent molecule and fragments. Energy levels for the ionic channels
taken from Ref. 25. The arrows indicate multiple 267 and 802 nm photons
absorbed to reach the ionic ladder of CH3I.
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tral channels arising from the A-band dissociation. Moreover,
angular anisotropies from these highly excited states would
have to match those of the A-band dissociation. This, to-
gether with the CD3I experiments yielding very short life-
times, excludes the possibility of photodissociation on high-
lying Rydberg states as responsible for the observations.
We could also consider the possibility that lower Ryd-
berg states may be participating in the process; that is, either
the B-band at around 6.2 eV, accessible with one 267 nm
photon and one 802 nm photon, or even the C-band, for
which one 267 nm photon and two 802 nm photons would be
required. The B-band is well known for CH3I with vibronic
bands assigned.23 The lifetimes of the Rydberg states are
considerably long of the order of picoseconds, given that
they are bound and only dissociate through coupling with the
4E or 2A2 repulsive states correlating with CH3+I2P1/2.9,28
For comparison, we have performed experiments studying
the femtosecond B-band photodissociation with a pump laser
centered at 200 nm,29 and the results have shown radically
different features in terms of temporal behavior of the order
of picoseconds typical of an electronic predissociation pro-
cess, KEDs only the I channel can be seen, and aniso-
tropy. The C-band is less well known, but a behavior not
completely dissimilar from the B-band would be expected.
Participation of the Rydberg states, therefore, cannot account
for the observed results.
Having discarded the ion or Rydberg dynamics as re-
sponsible for the experimental results, we believe that the
strongly enhanced signal obtained at early delay times show-
ing a global structure with strong similarities to the
asymptotic case reflects early-time dynamics of the molecu-
lar system on the A-band. For such short times, we propose a
mechanism where CH3I absorbs a 267 nm photon in the
early part of the pulse and initiates A-band dissociation. This
mechanism is schematically depicted in Fig. 13. In a fraction
of molecules, the wave packet will evolve undisturbed and
give rise to the neutral fragments CH3 and I, which are ame-
nable to be probed by a delayed 802 nm pulse at long delay
times asymptotic component. In part of the A-band excited
molecules, however, subsequent absorption of additional 267
nm photons is possible; in fact it is likely to be favored by
the presence of high-lying Rydberg states just below the ion-
ization continuum, and only one additional 802 nm photon is
enough to produce CH3I+ in its ground state. This 2+1 pro-
cess for the formation of the molecular ion CH3I+ would
have a strong probability due to the resonant enhancement
for the 267 nm photons at one- and two-photon level, and the
strong absorption probability of the 802 nm, which would
produce the ion with little excess energy above the ionization
potential.
Given the very rapid dissociation in the A-band 100
fs,4,7,8 the transient species CH3¯ I‡ can still absorb fur-
ther 267 nm photons coming from the trailing edge of the
pulse even for considerably elongated internuclear distances.
If sufficient time has passed before absorption takes place,
the wave packet on the A-band will have already split due to
the early nonadiabatic crossing between the 3Q0 and 1Q1
surfaces, acquiring different excess kinetic energies. Upon
simultaneous 267 and 802 nm absorption, it would be ex-
pected that the part of the wave packet evolving on the 1Q1
surface could be promoted to the A˜ excited state of CH3I+,
which is known to undergo a fast internal conversion to the
CH3
++I2P3/2 asymptote ground state of the ion, and the
part evolving on 3Q0 to the B˜ state, which would dissociate
to the CH3
++I2P1/2 asymptote see Fig. 13. The A˜ state of
the ion is a bound state, but there is less information about
the B˜ state, which is supposed to yield dissociation most
probably by crossing with a dissociative potential surface.25
In our mechanism, when absorption of additional pump and
probe pulses takes place from the 3Q0 surface when the C–I
internuclear distance has elongated considerably so that the
fragments have already acquired some kinetic energy, the
transition would be to a repulsive potential surface, and
therefore the loss of an electron would be followed by dis-
sociation into CH3
++I2P1/2. In the case of the wave packet
evolving on the 1Q1 potential surface, the absorption would
be to the A˜ state of the ion, which then internally converts to
the CH3
++I2P3/2 products.
Considering this mechanism, which is very much in the
spirit of the methodology presented by Zhong and Zewail in
Ref. 4, the kinetic energy finally present in the methyl ion
fragment should contain two contributions. The first contri-
bution arises from the available energy of the neutral A-band
dissociation at a given intermediate C–I internuclear distance
Eav
‡, which will be smaller than the asymptotic available
energy Eav
final, since the wave packet cannot have reached a
very long internuclear distance at the time of the second
absorption see Fig. 13. Since the excess energy upon the
ionization step will be taken by the ejected electron, the other
contribution comes only from the available energy on the
ionic repulsive potential surface once the wave packet has
initially evolved in the neutral potential surface. The
CH3 /CD3 kinetic energy shifts observed for channels CH3
+I for CH3I Fig. 7 and CD3+I for CD3I Fig. 11b
~
~A
B
12 CH3++ I(2P3/2)
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FIG. 13. Schematic representation of the proposed mechanism for the de-
tection of transient species and final products in the real time photodissocia-
tion of CH3I in the A-band by multiple absorption of pump and probe laser
photons. See the text for details.
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indicate that the methyl fragment carries less energy close to
the temporal overlap of the pump and probe pulses than in
the asymptotic region long delay time, which can be ex-
plained if the ionic dissociative surface is flatter than the
neutral surface. The fact that we observe a larger shift as the
delay time is shortened is an indication that the 802 nm pulse
provides the time when the wave packet is frozen in the
neutral dissociation surface and taken to the flatter ionic dis-
sociative surface where the total energy gained is bound to
be lower. The broadened KED peaks measured for short de-
lay times are also consistent with this mechanism, where
excitation is produced in a region of the neutral dissociative
surface of rapidly changing potential, and therefore, parts of
the wave packet with a range of kinetic energies will con-
tribute for a given delay time. The shape of the curves shown
in Figs. 7 and 11b directly reflects the shapes of the neutral
and ionic potential energy surfaces involved in the overall
process.
This description would also account for the delay time
observed in the CH3
+ transients with respect to that of CH3I+
see Fig. 5. Initially, the wave packet will have acquired a
negligible kinetic energy on the neutral repulsive surfaces
A-band. As depicted in Fig. 13, upon absorption to a bound
ionic excited state, the wave packet will not posses enough
energy to escape the potential well. It is only when the wave
packet in the neutral surfaces has evolved far enough that the
ion will be formed in a state with a total energy above the
dissociation asymptote.
The proposed mechanism provides an adequate descrip-
tion to all the experimental observations. We can explain the
pump and probe power dependences and anisotropies mea-
sured at long delay times and close to time zero, since mul-
tiple 267 and 802 nm photon absorption is involved depend-
ing on the delay time regime ionization of transient species
or free fragments. The time delay between the parent ion
transient and that of the CH3 fragment also agrees with the
proposed mechanism since the maximum enhancement of
the CH3
+ signal occurs when the A-band dissociation has
proceeded to some extent. The present model also explains
the absence of isotopic effect and the effect of changing the
polarization of the probe laser, since the 802 nm pulse be-
haves also as pump pulse with respect to the transient spe-
cies. Finally, the model is compatible with the increasing
kinetic energies observed for CH3
+ as delay time increases
up to the asymptotic case.
V. SUMMARY
In the present work we have studied the femtosecond
photodissociation dynamics of CH3I and CD3I in the A-band
using pump and probe photons centered at 267 and 802 nm,
respectively. The IR probe pulse is used to nonresonantly
ionize the parent molecule and final products and
CH3
+ /CD3
+ and I+ images are measured under velocity map
conditions. The measured CH3
+ /CD3
+ images at delay times
close to zero are characterized by enhanced features which
resemble those obtained at long delay times asymptotic con-
ditions. Experimental data include KEDs and anisotropies,
alignment dynamics, and polarization and isotopic effects. A
detailed discussion has been carried out to discard the possi-
bility of ion or Rydberg state dynamics to explain the experi-
mental measurements. A mechanism based on the combina-
tion of different multiple absorption of 267 and 800 nm
photons depending on the configuration of the C–I bond is
proposed, which agrees with the experimental observations.
This work demonstrates that the use of an IR nonresonant
MPI scheme in combination with UV excitation radiation
and the velocity map imaging technique are well suited to
study the real time photodissociation dynamics of transient
species and final products of polyatomic molecules. Work is
in progress to extend this strategy to other complex molecu-
lar systems.
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